MISSION FOR THE LOVE OF GOD WORLDWIDE

NEWS FROM JANUARY TO FEBRUARY
2016

The Mission in Ecuador began the year 2016 with good
news: the visit of the International Directors of the
Mission:
Juan Chaparro
DIRECTOR OF PRAYER CENACLES
Viviana Ulloa

DIRECTOR OF CONSECRATIONS

Carol Rivera

DIRECTOR OF EVANGELIZATION

Ana Di Chito

DIRECTOR OF INTERNACIONAL LIAISON

Isabel de Urbina DIRECTOR OF YOUTH PROGRAM

The purpose of the visit was first, to celebrate with
the members of the Mission Ecuador the reception of
the final decree of Association of the Faithful from
the Archdiocese of Quito and the Ecuadorian
Episcopal Conference. Second, to give a series of
talks in regards to the future plans in each area and
above all to establish ties of cooperation; contact
and permanent guidance to help the members of the
mission to handle the difficulties and challenges
they may encounter in their walk and to tell us: ' do
not be afraid, because you are not alone in this
'Yes’ given to the Sacred hearts of Jesus and Mary.'

Monica Acquaviva DIRECTOR OF COMMUNICATIONS, MEDIA
AND PR

VISIT OF THE INTERNATIONAL DIRECTORS OF THE MISSION

On Thursday January 28th, the Mission in Ecuador
began de day of Consecration of the homes in the
neighborhood of “Jardines de Santa Inés”. The
ceremonies began at 5:00 p.m. and concluded at
11:30 p.m.
Fr. Orlando Corrales was in charge of the preparation
of the 5 families that began the cycle of
Consecrations and Enthronements in the homes.

of great hope, faith, joy and gratitude recognizing
the great blessing they were receiving in trying to
walk hand in hand with the Blessed Virgin to
encounter Her beloved Son Jesus Christ.
Each family placed before the Sacred Hearts of Jesus
and Mary all of their joys, sorrows and projects as
well as their commitment to pray the Sorrowful
Mysteries of the Rosary with the Mission’s intentions
every day.

The atmosphere in each home that consecrated was

CONSECRATION AND ENTHRONEMENT OF THE SACRED HEARTS OF JESUS AND MARY IN THE HOMES
OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD “JARDINES DE SANTA INÉS”

On Thursday February 11th, once the preparation
had taken place, Fr. José Fabián Camayo celebrated
the Holy Mass of Consecration and Enthronement of
the Mall and Office Towers of “Mansión Blanca” to
the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary.

The owners of the different stores within the mall
as well as representatives of the companies that have
their offices there, participated in the Holy Mass
with much devotion and were present when their
premises where blessed.

He reminded the attendees of the great life
commitment that is acquired when receiving Our
Blessed Lady of Guadalupe and Her Son Jesus as
owners of each one of the aspects of the lives of the
consecrated.

CONSECRATION OF THE MALL “MANSIÓN BLANCA” AND ITS OFFICE TOWERS

On February 14th, the Mission together with
committed laity from the Movement John XXIII,
organized a small celebration for the grandparents
of the Parish “La Merced”. They are elderly people
who live in conditions of risk, many of them alone,
in complete abandonment or in very precarious
conditions.

The celebration began with the Eucharist presided
by Msgr. Miguel Ángel Aguilar who gave a message
of comfort and encouragement to them.
Then the grandparents were invited to a small lunch
and were given groceries that members of the
Mission had donated.

The Mission visits them frequently, praying with
them for their needs and keeping them company.

CELEBRATION WITH THE ‘GRANDPARENTS’ OF THE RURAL PARISH “LA MERCED”

